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learn the meaning and usage of the idiom on trial which means in a
situation where evidence is presented in court to decide if one is
guilty of a crime see recent examples of on trial in sentences from
various sources learn the meaning and usage of the phrase on trial in
different contexts such as legal business or personal situations find
out how to pronounce it and see sentences from various sources learn
the meaning and usage of the phrase on trial in american and british
english find out how to use it in different contexts such as legal
academic or professional situations learn the meaning of on trial a
phrase that means in the process of being tried especially in a court
of law see how to use it in a sentence and find related words and
quizzes learn the meaning usage and origin of the phrase on trial
which can be a noun or an adjective find synonyms related words and
translations in different languages see examples of how to use on
trial in sentences and idioms definitions of on trial adjective in the
process of being tested or tried synonyms unproved unproven not proved
learn the meaning and usage of the phrase on trial which can mean
being tried in a court of law being tested or being examined see
examples from various sources and related expressions 1 1 1 related
terms 1 2 further reading english edit prepositional phrase edit on
trial undergoing a trial in a court of law of a person synonym in the
dock related terms edit stand trial further reading edit on trial in
lexico dictionary com oxford university press 2019 2022 in the process
of being tried especially in a court of law for example he would be
put on trial for the murder of his wife early 1700s sense on a trial
basis on approval for a trial period being tested under consideration
synonyms on a trial basis on approval for a trial period being tested
not yet accepted provisionally conditionally on probation as an
experiment experimentally temporarily tentatively learn the definition
of trial as a noun and a verb in english with examples of usage and
pronunciation find out the meanings of related words and phrases such
as trial by jury clinical trial and trial and error uncountable
countable a formal examination of evidence in court by a judge and
often a jury to decide if somebody accused of a crime is guilty or not
a murder criminal trial on trial he s on trial for murder she will
stand trial go on trial for fraud he should have been arrested and put
on trial he was facing trial on a murder charge learn the various
meanings and uses of the word trial from legal proceedings to
experiments to tests of faith see synonyms examples etymology and
related phrases of trial view definitions for on trial on trial adverb
as in before a court of law compare synonyms synonyms weak matches
before the court in litigation under examination under suspicion
advertisement discover more words related to on trial are not direct
synonyms but are associated with the word on trial trump trial
schedule the tria is expected to last six to eight weeks according to
a media advisory proceedings typically start at 9 30 a m local time
and run through the business day verb these are words and phrases
related to put on trial click on any word or phrase to go to its
thesaurus page prosecute synonyms prosecute try arraign indict bring
before a court bring to justice bring to trial sue bring action
against bring suit against prefer charges against go to law take to
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court noun definition of trial 1 as in ordeal a test of faith patience
or strength living with her insufferable relatives was a real trial
synonyms similar words relevance ordeal fire gauntlet cross crucible
gantlet baptism of fire initiation tribulation challenge baptism
misfortune tragedy hardship grievance the trial 1 opening statements 2
presenting the prosecution plaintiff s evidence 3 presenting the
defense s evidence evidence objections evidence is used by the parties
to prove or disprove unresolved issues in the case putting thoughts on
trial is a cbt activity focused on the examination of irrational
thoughts your client will act as a defense attorney prosecutor and
judge as they compare evidence for and against a single thought like
in a real court of law only verifiable facts are admissible as
evidence smartmatic filed a 2 7 billion suit against fox news in 2021
which is expected to go to trial in new york in 2025 fox has accused
smartmatic of trying to suppress free speech with a frivolous
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on trial definition meaning merriam webster Mar
29 2024

learn the meaning and usage of the idiom on trial which means in a
situation where evidence is presented in court to decide if one is
guilty of a crime see recent examples of on trial in sentences from
various sources

on trial definition and meaning collins english
dictionary Feb 28 2024

learn the meaning and usage of the phrase on trial in different
contexts such as legal business or personal situations find out how to
pronounce it and see sentences from various sources

on trial definition in american english collins
english Jan 27 2024

learn the meaning and usage of the phrase on trial in american and
british english find out how to use it in different contexts such as
legal academic or professional situations

on trial definition meaning dictionary com Dec
26 2023

learn the meaning of on trial a phrase that means in the process of
being tried especially in a court of law see how to use it in a
sentence and find related words and quizzes

on trial definition of on trial by the free
dictionary Nov 25 2023

learn the meaning usage and origin of the phrase on trial which can be
a noun or an adjective find synonyms related words and translations in
different languages see examples of how to use on trial in sentences
and idioms

on trial definition meaning synonyms vocabulary
com Oct 24 2023

definitions of on trial adjective in the process of being tested or
tried synonyms unproved unproven not proved

on trial idioms by the free dictionary Sep 23
2023

learn the meaning and usage of the phrase on trial which can mean
being tried in a court of law being tested or being examined see
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examples from various sources and related expressions

on trial wiktionary the free dictionary Aug 22
2023

1 1 1 related terms 1 2 further reading english edit prepositional
phrase edit on trial undergoing a trial in a court of law of a person
synonym in the dock related terms edit stand trial further reading
edit on trial in lexico dictionary com oxford university press 2019
2022

on trial definition usage examples dictionary
com Jul 21 2023

in the process of being tried especially in a court of law for example
he would be put on trial for the murder of his wife early 1700s

on trial wordreference com english thesaurus
Jun 20 2023

sense on a trial basis on approval for a trial period being tested
under consideration synonyms on a trial basis on approval for a trial
period being tested not yet accepted provisionally conditionally on
probation as an experiment experimentally temporarily tentatively

trial english meaning cambridge dictionary May
19 2023

learn the definition of trial as a noun and a verb in english with
examples of usage and pronunciation find out the meanings of related
words and phrases such as trial by jury clinical trial and trial and
error

trial noun definition pictures pronunciation
and usage Apr 18 2023

uncountable countable a formal examination of evidence in court by a
judge and often a jury to decide if somebody accused of a crime is
guilty or not a murder criminal trial on trial he s on trial for
murder she will stand trial go on trial for fraud he should have been
arrested and put on trial he was facing trial on a murder charge

trial definition meaning merriam webster Mar 17
2023

learn the various meanings and uses of the word trial from legal
proceedings to experiments to tests of faith see synonyms examples
etymology and related phrases of trial
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4 synonyms antonyms for on trial thesaurus com
Feb 16 2023

view definitions for on trial on trial adverb as in before a court of
law compare synonyms synonyms weak matches before the court in
litigation under examination under suspicion advertisement discover
more words related to on trial are not direct synonyms but are
associated with the word on trial

is trump in court today full trial schedule
what to expect Jan 15 2023

trump trial schedule the tria is expected to last six to eight weeks
according to a media advisory proceedings typically start at 9 30 a m
local time and run through the business day

put on trial 13 synonyms and antonyms cambridge
english Dec 14 2022

verb these are words and phrases related to put on trial click on any
word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page prosecute synonyms
prosecute try arraign indict bring before a court bring to justice
bring to trial sue bring action against bring suit against prefer
charges against go to law take to court

trial synonyms 155 similar and opposite words
merriam Nov 13 2022

noun definition of trial 1 as in ordeal a test of faith patience or
strength living with her insufferable relatives was a real trial
synonyms similar words relevance ordeal fire gauntlet cross crucible
gantlet baptism of fire initiation tribulation challenge baptism
misfortune tragedy hardship grievance

the trial process the judicial learning center
Oct 12 2022

the trial 1 opening statements 2 presenting the prosecution plaintiff
s evidence 3 presenting the defense s evidence evidence objections
evidence is used by the parties to prove or disprove unresolved issues
in the case

cognitive restructuring thoughts on trial
therapist aid Sep 11 2022

putting thoughts on trial is a cbt activity focused on the examination
of irrational thoughts your client will act as a defense attorney
prosecutor and judge as they compare evidence for and against a single
thought like in a real court of law only verifiable facts are
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admissible as evidence

false story about key witness in trump trial
michael cohen Aug 10 2022

smartmatic filed a 2 7 billion suit against fox news in 2021 which is
expected to go to trial in new york in 2025 fox has accused smartmatic
of trying to suppress free speech with a frivolous
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